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A PRELIMINARY LOOK AT THEBAN TOMB 119 AND ITS SCENE OF "FOREIGN
TRIBUTE" 1

Andrew Hunt Gordon
ABSTRACT

Although Theban Tomb 119 is very much destroyed, it has the remains ofan important scene ofAegeans and Syrians bringing valuable metal
ingots, wine, animals, and perhaps perfumes and olive oil Evidencefound in the tomb suggest that the tomb owner was a mid-level member of
the Amun bureaucracy, perhaps with duties over the treasury of Amun, and responsible for animals and food stuffi entering the Amun
warehouses. He was probably part ofextendedfamily ofthe vizier Aametu, and Ineni.

Although not large, Theban Tomb 119 sits in the Upper
Enclosure of Sheikh Abd Gurna in the Theban necropolis near the
tomb of the vizier Aametu. It is almost completely destroyed save
for a few isolated hieroglyphs and the remains of what once was an
impressive scene of Asiatics bringing objects and animals.
Somewhat similar in style to scenes in the tombs of the chief
steward Senmut (TT71) and the second prophet of Amun
Puyemre (TT39), the tomb is dated to the reigns ofHatshepsut to
Thutmose III.2
During a stay in Luxor in 1978, I was able to take pictures of
parts of the tributary scene that do not appear in the standard
photographs of W reszinski and Meyer. Issues addressed in this
paper include the identity of the bearers and their objects, which
include metal ingots and animals on leashes, how these indicate
what the scene represented, and why the tomb owner portrayed
this in his tomb. Also, do the remains represent a large scene, or
two, as Porter and Moss stated? The few remaining hieroglyphs
may point to the name of the tomb owner or his wife.
THE SCENE

When Meyer3 and W reszinski 4 photographed the tomb in
the early twentieth century, there were the remains of nine figures
facing left in the upper register, 5 although two disappeared before
1938. 6 Meyer and Wreszinski did not see fit to photograph the
remaining upper bodies of three figures, and a torso that is all that
remains from a second register.7 Two of those remaining figures in
the first register carry a blue cylindrical object on their shoulders.
I suspect that they are tin ingots.
The background color of the remaining scene is blue. 8 That
many of the bearers are half-naked may indicate that the
presentation, if historically accurate, 9 took place during the
warmer months. As the Nile Delta was not always navigable before
the annual inundation, 10 the most likely times for such a
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presentation in Thebes would be spring or fall. The lack of thick
coats on the animals also indicates a warm weather presentation.
Using Meyer's and Wreszinski's photographs, as well as my
own photographs taken in 1978, we can see that at least seven
figures correspond somewhat to Pritchard' s A type and two
partially to his B type. 11 Of the six figures where the head is at least
partially preserved, excluding the two B types, all may have the
Aegean-styled ringlets more reminiscent ofPritchard's Type C but
with the short kilts of Type A and the frontal hair curl or bob of
Type D. It is clear that Aegeans are depicted, however hybridized.
The foreigners predominantly bring precious metals, vases and
animals.
The first two figures are only preserved in the photographs of
Meyer and Wreszinski taken in the early twentieth century
(Figure 1). 12 The half-naked first foreigner, preserved from the
chest up, appears from the black-and-white photos and the color
of similar following figures photographed by me in 1978 to have a
dark reddish-brown skin. He has a dark head curl at the front
found on Aegean types, but he wears a white fillet that hangs down
the back and has a pointed beard typical of Syrians. It is not clear
to me whether or not he has ringlets, which may be associated with
Aegeans. His left hand is raised, probably cradling a now destroyed
vase 13 or less likely raised in a greeting ritual for which the right
hand is usually used. Perhaps, the hand cradling or raised in
greeting may be better determined by which way the register faces.
If the individual faces right, the right hand may have artistic
preference; ifleft, the left hand may have preference. Our figure is
facing left.
The second now-destroyed figure is similar but not identical
to the first. The half-naked figure would have had dark reddishbrown skin, a dark head curl with a white filet, and possibly the
wisps of a beard. It is also not clear whether he originally had
ringlets. He wears a short white kilt that ends above the knee. In
his left hand, extending from his waist, he appears to hold a single-
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handled stoppered jar held in place by sering, 11 indicating that the
contents of the container was more important than the container
itself, and in his right a wickerwork basket (Gardiner V30) with
four oblong objects, possibly of gold, turquoise or lapis lazuli. 15 It
is not clear whether the four represent what was in the basket or
on top ofit. In any case the objects do not appear to be drawn with
much finesse, almost as if the artist was not that familiar with
them.
The third figure is a typical north Syrian with tan, goldish
skin with skullcap and beard fully dressed in a calf-length, sleeved
white garment with blue, red and white trim (Figures 2 and 3 ). He
apparently carries a small vase held at knee level in his left hand
and a large, gold-colored vase with two lugs on his right shoulder.
Nothing appears above the vase. The fourth figure is similar to the
first two with a beard, but has two ringlets hanging down, and is
half naked with a short kilt with blue, red and white trim. He is
leading on a tether a white Arabian oryx (Oryx gazella leucoryx) 16
and a splotchy red and tan Asian humped bull (Bos indicus; Figure
4).'7 The animals are exquisitely drawn, unlike the metals,
indicating that the artist had a greater familiarity with the former.
Each of the animals is depicted on its own ground line.
Following the animals is the fifth figure, a half-naked Syrian
with tan, goldish skin, wearing a skullcap and a white kilt with blue

and red/brown fringes (Figure 5). Apparently with his left hand
he holds an Asiatic elephant's tusk on his right shoulder. In his
extended apparent right hand, he holds a small vase (now
destroyed). Behind him, the sixth figure is another half-naked
Aegean type holding a possible staff of ebony and a smallish ingot
of copper on his right shoulder. Although the copper ingot fits
easily within Buchholz's classification as Type 1b, there is a certain
inelegance in the representation also seen with other objects in
metal, as if the local artist was not familiar with this class of
objecc. 18
Behind chis figure are the remains of two or more animals
(Figure 6). At top is the head and neck of a blue donkey. Whether
or not the donkey once carried something on its back is now moot.
Below is the foot and head ( the latter now destroyed) of another
one, or less likely pair of, Asian (humped) bull(s).
After a space of several feet are the remains of two more
figures (Figure 7). The former ( the seventh) apparently shows only
the right arm to around the elbow holding up the top pare of a
wine jar chat possibly reseed on the figure's right shoulder. As che
figure's coloring is brown, it is tempting to suggest he is an Aegean.
For the latter ( the eighth), only his right tan hand remains holding
out a blue cylindrical object with a tan inclusion and outlined in
brown.

Figure l: The first four foreigners as they appeared in the l 920s (adapted from Wreszinski Atlas).
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Figure 2: Foreigners 3 to 6 {Author)

At the end of che row of foreigners is che remains of a ninth
bearer who also holds a similar blue cylindrical object on his right
shoulder (Figure 9). This blue object has no inclusion, but the
presence of grid lines in chis area indicates chat che object was not
finished. What remains of the bearer is a partial head and hair
indicating that the bearer was Aegean. He is apparently half naked
with a hair curl in front, a fillet, and at least three ringlets hanging
down in back.
Each of the eighth and ninth bearers, the former a Syrian and
the latter an Aegean, although they are separated by a number of
feet of destroyed scene, carries a large blue oval object on their
shoulders. The former of the two, which was finished, contains a
copper-colored inclusion. Ac first glance, the object looks like it
could be a leather shield with somewhat of a piebald pattern, but
shields are not usually brought as precious goods, and what value
would a foreign shield have for the Egyptia.ns who had their own?
What is rather more likely is that we have an ingot here, especially
since a similar ingot, although colored white instead of blue,
appears with copper ingots in The ban Tomb 131, that of the vizier
U seramun. 19 Looking closely at the ingot carried by the Syrian, one
can see that the back curve of the oval is obscured by the Syrian's
right hand. As che blue ingot of the Aegean is curved at che back,
it is tempting to assume that the former one is curved as well.
However, in Theban Tomb 276 there do exist two bluish ingots
with red inclusions that are curved at front but straight at the back
(Figure 8). Because of their presence with red copper ingots, it

appears chat the blue ones in TT 276 are probably tin. The cwo
blue ingots do have an undercolor of red. I am suggesting that what
we have here is DHty, what is usually translated as lead but is more
likely tin. 20 Bass indicates that there are several blue lead or tin
oxhide ingots depicted in the tomb of Puimre. 21 It is clear that
ingots of metals, such as copper, tin, and lead, could be prepared in
more than one shape. 22
It also seems clear char, beside copper, bronze could be made
from more than tin. Beside copper and tin, a number of New
Kingdom Egyptian bronzes have up to 2.3% lead and up to l %
arsenic in thcm. 23 It is also cruc that tin and lead may look alike and
were confused in antiquity, especially in Egypt and the ancient
Near East. 21 Also, it is possible that bronze could be made from an
alloy of tin and lead or tin and arsenic. Bass recently found an alloy
of lead and tin from the Cape Gelidonya shipwreck:..25
In a groundbreaking study, Pritchard divided Syrians (and
Aegeans) portrayed in 18th Dynasty Theban Tombs into four
different types based on dress, hair and beard. 26 While this
classification has generally held for the last 60 years, our tomb
presents a difficulty, as figures 1, 2, 6 and 9 are half-naked with
loincloths typical to category A, but have the frontal hair-bob and
fillet of category D, and at least two, 4 and 9, have the ringlets of
Category C. While W achsmann would consider the TT 119
figures as examples of hybridism,27 it is also possible chat they
represent actual hearers from trading colonies. 28 Older and more
recent studies have given some evidence for massive maritime
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Figure 3: Foreigners 3 to 4 (Author)

trading trafHc in Near Eastern raw matcrials,29 and chc presence of
trading posts or colonies, either in cities, such as U garit, on the
Syro-Palestinian coast,,ci and/or self-generated outposts on virgin
soil along char same coast. It seems co me char especially coastal
trading colonies in places like U garit or l3yblos might yield a
blending of styles for those who worked there, much as Parisian
fashion influenced American and British styles during the
twentieth century. Another possibility and coordinating with this
idea is that hybrids might represent non-elite individuals who
dealt with non-elite items.31
To the left of the foreign bearers and separated by several fret
arc partially preserved piles ofprecious goods, including a number
brought by the bearers, including wine and other jars possibly
containing perfumes ,md olive oils, and metals in clumps and
ingots (Figure 10). What is most interesting is a pile of red ingots
with inclusions. Two of chc three ingots piled on chc left arc chc
typical oxhide ingots of copper. The top two oxhide ingots are
more elongated than the one carried by bearer no. 6, so perhaps
this part of the scene was painted by a different artist. The bottom
copper ingot is different, as it has only two handles and a straight
back. At first glance this appears to be an artist's mistake, but
similar two-handled copper ingots were found on the Uluburun
shipwreck, which is dated to che lace 18th DynascyY The right

pile, however shows red ingots wich one side convex so as co flt
with che oxhide ingots' concavities. Except in color, the ingots are
reminiscent of the blue ingots from TT 276 (Figure 8) and
partially similar to the blue ingots of bearers 8 (Figure 7) and 9
(Figure 9). In the comb of the vizier Rekhmire, Theban T o mb 100,
are piles of ingots, including copper, and, not far away, ingots char
arc convex on at lease one side ( the other side is no longer
preserved) that arc called DHw, which is usually translated as "lead"
or "tin."" This would be an ideal way to ship ingots so as to take
up the le,tst amount of space. Ap,trt from what has alre,tdy been
mentioned above, it is beyond che scope of chis paper to fully
discuss chc types ofbronzc available in 18th Dynasty Egypt except
to note that Egyptian bronze could be made with some lead and
arsenic as well as tin and that this complicates what ingots
associated with copper could be. It is also important co note that
the copper ingots themselves could h,tve traces of other met,Js.
Porter and Moss list the piles of precious goods as a separate
scene, but it seems to me that the bearers and the piles ofgoods arc
part of one large scene that cook up most if not all of the north
wall. 14 Most foreign "tribute" scenes have many similar motifs. A
typical such scene might show foreigners hearing goods, piles of
goods in front of them, lesser officials receiving chc goods either in
front or behind the piles, and an inscription either over the bearers
or behind the piles. If the latter, the inscription would refer co the
tomb owner or che king who is shown receiving the goods. If so,
chis begs che question as co whether or not che south w,Jl was co
be illustrated with southern foreigners. If so, no traces remain.
Adjoining the piles of goods are the remnants of a vertical
inscription that would have been very illuminating had it been
preserved, but only che cop or cop few hieroglyphs remain at che
uppermost part of each column (Figure 11 ). The cop of the first
column (the inscription apparently reads from right to left) has the
sickle sign (Gardiner U 1). While this maybe translated as mA(A)
"co see" or co "look upon," when referring co goods, usually means
"co inspect." In chis scene where the word evidently refers co the
goods brought by the bearers, the translation would be
"inspecting." In such a "tribute" scene, one might reasonably
expect the next word to be inw, "tribute," considering how the
ancient Egyptians saw themselves as the masters and center of th e
their world. 35 Inw frequently appears in Theban tomb scenes
depicting Aegeans and Syrians.3" In researching for my
dissertation, I examined what words appeared with inw. 17 T h e
result is that inw following mAA most often appears in reference to
goods from Egypt, especially Lower Egypt.38 but it also refers co
goods from Nuhi,t,-'9 ,ts well as the oases.4n Wich regard co the lase,
the goods were to go co chc Temple of Amun. There is one
instance in which inw from the treasury is inspcctcd,'il and one in
which captive N ubians for the Temple of Amun are inspected
cogecher the inw of ,JI che foreign lands chat is then mmsferred co
the T emple of Amun. 42 T he result is chat it is quite possible for
inw to have once appeared in chis text, and that inspected inw was
to be transferred co the Temple of Amun.
At the top ofthe second column of text is the remains of what
appears co he either the upper fXlft of a sw,tb made from a h,u1k of
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Figure 4: The animals led by foreigner 4 (Author)

fiber (Gardiner V 29) or a stoneworker's drill (Gardiner U24) 40
followed by two reed leaves ( Gardiner M 17). While it is extremely
difficult to reconstruct, if the former reading is correct, perhaps
the word is wAHy(wt), meaning "what is offered," "offerings" or
"oblations."4 4 If the sign is the drill, then perhaps the word is
wbAy(w), "which are revealed" or "which are opened up/explored."
Which might be appropriate when talking about foreign valuable
goods or che regions from which they come.45
The fragmentary sign at the top of the third column is
definitely an owl ( Gardiner G 17), meaning "from" or "in." The
top of the fourth column has most of a recd leaf (Gardiner M 17)
followed by most of a draught board (Gardiner Y 5). Underneath
is a partial sign that may resemble a seated king (Gardiner A 41) or
god (Gardiner A40).46 If so we might have the name of che god
Amun. If one looks closely to the left of che draught board,
however, there appears to be the remains of a sign chat resembles a
bricklayer's instrument (Gardiner Aa 28) or a standing loaf on a
reed mat (Gardiner R 4). If a bricklayer's instrument, che word
might refer to the New Kingdom masculine name Amunqed,47 but
then the presence of the seated king or god does not fie as a
determinative. However, the sign could represent a seated noble
(Gardiner A 52). On the ocher hand, if the sign to the left of the
draught board is a standing loaf on a reed mat, then the signs would
fit the androgynous New Kingdom name Amenhotep.48 If the
name refers co a female rather than a male, then the fragmentary
seated figure may be a female determinative (Gardiner Bl). Thus

we may have a noble with the name of Amenqed or Amenhotep,
or a wife with the name Amenhotep. 49
In an extraordinary feat of reconstruction from the little bits
of paint remaining, J. J. Shirley has been able to reconstruct
evidence for a seated male with a standing woman behind him. 50
Assuming that the fragments do not represent the king with
Hathor or the Goddess of the West behind him, then Shirley's
reconstruction probably represents the tomb owner and his wife.
In most cases involving foreign goods, the noble appears by himself
and is standing. Only in the earlier part of the 18th Dynasty do the
husband and wife appear together. In the early 18th Dynasty tomb
oflneni, dated from Amenhotep I to Thutmose III, the deceased
and his wife are seated before five rows of foreigners bringing
precious goods. 51 The text above the deceased indicates that the
goods were given by the king to go co the Temple of Amun as a tax
or allotment. 52 This text also starts with the word "inspect,50 as
does TT 119 ." In our tomb TT 119, there is also an indication that
the goods were co go to the temple of Amun, as will be
demonstrated.
The other thing co consider is that, because of the small size
of the comb or its relatively early 18th Dynasty date, it is possible
chat scenes could have been conflated. For example, perhaps lower
registers were to have shown personal offerings to the noble and
his wife, much like in Theban Tomb of lneni.
In terms of the tomb owner's tides, it is necessary to be careful
because titles do not always correspond directly to the scene. For
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Figure 5: Foreigners 5 to 6 (Author)

Figure 6: Remains of animals behind foreigner 6 (Author)

example, in a discussion of the Theban Tomb 155 of Ancef, dated
co Hacshepsut-Thutmose Ill, Save-Siiderhergh indirnces the
problem of matching exact titles co a scene.54 While he notes chat
the tomb owner's title of "Chief of the Great Oases" directly
corresponds to inhabitants from there bringing goods, the
registers of Syrians do not correspond directly. 55 One would like a
title, such as "Overseer of the Northern Foreign Lands," buc no
such title, if it ever existed, now remains. The presence of specially
made.: reliquary vases indicate.: chat these.: may have been made for
presentation to the king, so perhaps his titles of "\'v'earer of the
Royal Seal" or "Great Herald of the King" more directly apply.
In che Theban Tomb 17 of the physician of the king
Neb,tmun, dated co Thutmose III-Amenhotep II, there is a
depiction of a seated man with his wife standing behind him in a
scene of foreigners bringing gifo, 56 but there the couple is Syrian
with the man giving gifts to the comb owner, presumably in
exchange for medical services.

predominately bluish/white background were characteristic of
temple-trained artists, or the Temple Style." 57 Hartwig noticed
chat scenes drawn by temple artists had static compositions, and
chat forms were evenly spaced horizontally along the wall and
forms were groups by twos or chrees.58 Figures are rendered
symmetrically with relatively precise outlines, and overall the
result is formal, fine and graceful with a linear feel.59 Theban comb
119 follows this description with a graccfol lincar decoration. In
the.: largest preserved area, the.: scene shows the remains of four
figures followed by two animals followed by two figures followed
by another two (or three) animals. Only the metal ingots are
drawn imprecisely, as if the artist was not sure how co depict chem.
The artist who drew the ingots in piles seemed to have a better
knowledge ofwhat he was depicting.
Hartwig states that the similarity of the temple reliefs to the
tomb paintings of officials who served the Temple of Amun
implies chat artists from the temple workshops painted these
combs.6n Also, the color blue was associated with Amun's skin
color, which symbolized him as a creator god.61
If the name of Amenhotep is present in the text before the
piles of goods, and if chat name belongs to a man, then chat may
help to determine his position in the Theban hierarchy. Looking
at foncrary cones originally found at Thebes, one finds
approximately 50 men with the name ofAmenhotep.62 Of these,

CLUES TO THE IDENTITY OF THE TOMB OWNER

With the comb so thoroughly destroyed, it is difficult co gee
hints of the tomb owner's identity. One clue, however, is the
background color in the foreign "tribute" scene. In her study of
18th Dynasty Theban tombs, Hartwig "found chat tombs with a
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Figure 7: Foreigners 7 to 8 (Author)

Figure 8: TT 276: Syrians with partially blue ingots (Author)
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¥igure 9: foreigner 9 (Author)

Figure 10: Piles ofvaluable goods (Author)
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Figure 11: Remains of inscription co the left of the piles of valuable goods (Author)

over 40% have on their cones a tide th,tc mentions the god
Amun.63 One of che chree without a tide indicates chat the owner
is giving praise co Amun-Re, elms implying that he may be an
Amun functionary. Based on chis list, there is almost a one-in-two
chance chat a m,m whose name is Amenhotep may have worked
for the Amun bureaucracy.
In order to understand from what family the tomb owner
came, it is important to look at the tomb's location in the upper
Sheikh Abd d-Qurna. Shirley has indicated that for the Theban
necropoleis, noble families tended co be buried in the same area.64
One such family resulted from che union of the vizier Aamctu with
che sister oflneni, a powerfol figure in the Amun hierarchy early
in the 18th Dynasty, which led to a number of their dcsccndcncs
having roles in the Amun bureaucracy.65 TT 119 is located near
the tomb of Aamecu (TT 83) and not far from the tombs of his
sons Useramun (TT 61- the later tomb) and Neferhotep (TT
122). It is not a stretch to suggest clue the owner of TT 119 was a
relative of both the father and the sons, to the latter possibly a
cousin or even closer relations.
The three now destroyed ceiling texts near che entrance co che
comb would have once had a wealth of inform,tcion on the tomb
owner's tides. I believe I can reconstruct one title or epithet, (smr)
wa(ty) n Hm.f, "unique friend of his majesty."66 However, this title
or epithet and its variations are so common as to make them
useless in determining che owner's name.

B,tsed on what the foreign be,trers ,tre bringing, the owner
might be an overseer of the treasury ofAmun (i.e. chieftreasurer),
an overseer of horn and hoof of Amun and/ or an overseer of che
storehouse ofAmun. The word for "storehouse" is Sna Snat or even
Snwt, che last of which is most times translated as "granary;"
however, contextually "storehouse" or "warehouse" sometimes fies
better. For example, on a small box of Tucankhamun, one line
reads, "The storehouses (Snwt ) are tilled with the gold and silver
from the tribute (inw) ofevery foreign land.67 Manniche mentions
a Paimose, owner ofTheban Tomb Al3 who was a "sealer of the
storehouse (Snwt) of inw "6~
If the tomb owner's name is not Amenhotep, then one must
look elsewhere. Betsy Bryan has suggested it may belong to the
overseer of the treasury (mr xtmw) Min, an important official
under the reign ofThutmose III, and possibly Amenhotep II, for
whom funerary cones were found at Thebes. 69 While there is no
direct evidence for Min during the reign of Amenhotep II, the fact
that his son succeeded him in the same position during the reign
ofThucmose IV does ,tt lease imply chat che son may h,tve direccly
succeeded che father, as was often che case in powerfully connected
families. Peter Der Manudian suggests chat Min presided as chief
treasurer during the latter part of the reign ofThucmose III and
was possibly the owner ofTheban Tomb 143.7 0 However, Theban
Tomb 119 seems co he comforubly dated to the joint reign of
Hatshepsut and Thucmosc III artistically and scylisrically, so chat
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Min seems to belong to a slighcly later time. Also, the size of the

familiar with and h,td possibly traveled beyond Egypt. Our comb

comb, at least as it is currently constituted, is rather small to belong

owner was probably a mid-level official who worked for the Amun

co a major official such as the chief treasurer Min. In addition, che

temple bureaucracy. He oversaw the importation of metals,

absence of reliquary vases and gold or silver may indicate this

animals and valuable wines, and possibly (scented olive oils) and

official was not of the highest tier. As well, the blue background

perfumes. He lived during the joint reign of Hatshepsut and

color of the tomb, its location, and the possibility that the tomb
owner's name contained "Amun" in it suggest someone in the

scene is only elsewhere found in Theban Tomb 81 , which is dated

family oflneni or the vizier Aamctu.

from Amenhotep I co Thutmose III, and whose owner might have

Thurmose III. The presence of his wife with him in a «tribute"

been a relative of the tomb owner of TT 119. The objects
CONCLUSION

presented here are nor objects of the highest caliber, such ,ts
reliquary vases or gold and silver, but animals ,md objects that

Based on the limited evidence available, the owner of TT 119
was an official of the Amun bureaucracy at Thebes, who was

would actually have been used in the running of the temple
complex. As this scene likely occupied the entire north wall of the

charged with the recording and storage of valuable, but not the

interior chamber, it is tempting to speculate whether the tomb

most valuable, foreign items coming into the storehouses of

artists intended a similar scene of southern bearers with valuable

Amun. One might reasonably suspect that the tomb owner was

goods on the southern wall.
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